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BACKGROUND

natural

The

accelerated

by

gas

industry

the phased

removal

is

undergoing

of wellhead

fundamental

change

price controls

and

the issuance of Order Nos. 351, 380, and 436 by the Federal Energy

("FERC"). The Commission issued an Order on
January
17, 1986, instituting an investigation of the natural gas
This Order is intended
markets
in the Commonwealth of Kentucky.
to set forth a consistent and clear policy that will balance the
interests of consumers and local distribution companies.
The Commission's Order of January 17, 1986, requested information
on market share and technical aspects of the distribution
network.
The order requested comments from all interested parties
natural gas transportation,
regulation,
regarding
on questions

Regulatory

bypass,

tion,

Commission

federal
and

policy

unbundling

changes,

acquisition

practices> competi-

of rates.

All natural

gas

the Commission's jurisdiction were
A
public hearing was conducted
on April
Kentucky,
Frankfort,
receiving f ur ther comments.

made

utilities

under

parties to the proceeding.

at the Commission's offices in
1, 1986, for the purpose of

On

30,

September

requesting

comments

1986, the

Commission

on a Draft Order

issued

an

Order

reflecting proposed positions

A subsequent
order was issued on December
policy guidelines.
A
15, 1986, requesting testimony concerning specific questions.
offices in
was
conducted
at the Commission's
public hearing
Frankfort,
on January
Kentucky,
7, 1987, for the purpose of
further
on the Draft Order and the testimony
comments
receiving
requested in the December 15, 1986, Order.
Notions
to Intervene in this proceeding were received from
Alcan Aluminum ("Alcan"), Alumax Aluminum ("Alumax"), the Attorney
General
of the Commonwealth of Kentucky ("AG"), Entrade Corpora("Entrade"), GTE Products ("GTE"), Kentucky Industrial
tion
Utility Customers ("KIUC"), National-Southvire Aluminum Company

and

("NSA"),

Southern

("Southwire").

Gas Company

("Southern" ),

and Southvire

Company

exception.
On
January 30, 1987, a Notion to Intervene vas received from
Hamilton
Oil a Gas, Inc. The Commission hereby grants the
Jimmy
These motions

vere granted vithout

motion.
Comments

("Columbia"
Columbia

)

Gulf

received from Columbia Gas of Kentucky, Inc.,
("TCO"),
columbia
Gas Transmission
corporation
Transmission
Corporation ("Columbia Gulf" ), Delta

were

Inc., ("Delta" ), Elam Utility Company
("Elam"), Equitable Gas Company ("Equitable" ), Johnson County Gas
("Johnson Co."), Kentucky Ohio Gas Company ("Ky-Ohio" ),
company
Natural

Gas

Kentucky

I egal

company<

Services,

("LG&E"), Nidvestern

Louisville

Gas Transmission

Gas

and

Corporation

Electric

Company

("Midwestern" ),

Shawnee

pipeline

Company

("shawnee

pipeline"

),

.

stand

Energy

("Stand

Energy"}, Tennessee Gas Pipeline Company
), Texas Eastern Gas Pipeline Company ("Texas
Eastern" ), Texas Gas Transmission Corporation ("Texas Gas"), The
Union
Light, Heat and Power Company ("ULHaP"), Valley Gas, Inc.,
("Valley" ). Western Kentucky Gas Company ("WKG"}, Xebec Gas Cornpany ("Xebec" ), the AG, GTE, KIUC, and Southern.

Corporation
("Tennessee"

CURRENT

The

evident

STATUS

revolution
of the natural gas industry in Kentucky is
in the tariffs of certain local distribution companies

("LDcs") filed with this commission. The five Class A distribution compani,es in Kentucky have rates in effect for natural gas
transportation
apart from natural
gas sales rates. These companies are Columbia, Delta, LG&E, ULHkP, and WKG.
In l985 the Commission
tariffs for Columbia and
approved
natural gas transportation available to
ULH&P making interruptible
access to a cheaper alternate
customers
who
could demonstrate

fuel.

tariffs

flexibility

to lower
the transportation
rate, as necessary, to compete with alternate
fuels. Transportation has been available only by special contract
to customers without an alternate fuel capability.
and Delta offer interruptible
transportation for
LOSE, NKG,
commercial
and
industrial
customers that have secured their own
natural gas supply. The tariffs of these companies do not require
service.
an alternate fuel capability for transportation
the transportation
Generally
rates are based on the gross
that is, they are designed to recover the costs included
margin;
The

allow both companies

the

in
by
may

gas sales rates less the cost of gas. Demand charges incurred
the LDC attributable to customers that opt for transportation
also be included in the rates.

further
in successive
explained
paragraphs, LDCs have
tariffs offering service to meet the needs of
various
designed
end-users.
Each of these tariffs is a marketing tool developed to
As

the

enable

LDC

to compete with other gas sources and/or

alternate

fuels.
rate of lS cents per NCF to
transportation
deliver
gas from its storage. This gas must have been purchased
Delta offers an
the customer
from WKQ for seasonal storage.
by
off-system
transportation rate of 25 cents per NCF by contract to
of gas purchased from
person who desires transportation
any
another source that has connecting facilities.
Columbia
offers two types of special sales rate tariffs to
MKG

meet

offers

fuels. Columbia's Alternate
Service ("AFDS-2") is a variable pricing tariff

competition

Di,splacement

a

from

alternate

oil.

Fuel
which

sales price for gas may vary
between the Columbia sales rate, per the applicable rate schedule,
rate equal to the commodity charge of TCO plus 10
and a floor
cents.
On
Nay 2, 19$6, the Commission approved as experimental
Columbia's
"Special Interim Agency Service" ("SIAS") tariff. It
is offered on a best efforts basis (interruptible), available over
a 12-month period to certain commercial and industrial customers
that gas purchased will replace alternate
who
can demonstrate
fuel.
The rate is set monthly as determined by the highest cost
tracks the price of

N2

fuel

The

of "shopping volumes" plus Columbia's transportation rate
a 5 cent agency fee. The agency fee is credited to other

portion
plus

customers

Gas Cost Adjustment.

April 18, 1986, the Commission

On

baaiS

Columbia's

through

ULHSP'S

prOpoSed

"Competitive

approved

on an experimental

Fuel" tariffs

The

rate is

cost source of spot market purchases plus
rate plus a 5 cent agency fee. This
the company's transportation
is also a best efforts tariff similar to Columbia's SIAS tariff,
with the agency fee being credited to other customers.

based on ULHaP's highest

DEFINITIONS

aid in understanding

To

the natural

Utility

gas sector a

— Per KRS

the Commission's

summary

of definitions

responsibilities
follows:

278.010 {3) (b) (c)

(3) "Utility"

means any person except a city, who owns
or operates or manages any facility used or to
be used for or in connection vithi

controls

manufacture, storage, distribution,
of natural or manufactured gas, or a
mixture of same, to or for the public, for compensation,
for light, heat, power or other uses;
(c) The transporting or conveying of gas, crude oil or
other fluid substance by pipeline to or for the public,
for compensation;
Per KRS 278.470
receiving,
transporting or delivering a
Every company
of oil or natural gas for public consumption is
supply
declared to be a common carrier, and the receipt, transportation and delivery of natural gas into, through and
from a pipeline operated by any such company is declared
to be a public use.

(b)

sale

The production,

or furnishing

in

Intrastate

Pipeline

— Per KRS

278.504
means any utility or any other person engaged in
{1)
natural
in intrastate commerce, for
gas transportation
compensation,
to or for another person or to or for the
public, but shall not include any part of any pipeline
dedicated
to storage or gathering or low pressure distribution of natural gas;
Interstate Pipeline — Per KRS 278.504

...

...

means any person engaged in natural gas trans(2)
portation
subject to the jurisdiction of the federal
commission under the natural gas act
energy
regulatory
or the natural gas policy act of 1978;
Local Distribution Company — Per KRS 278.504
means
any utility or any other person, other
(3)
than an interstate pipeline or an intrastate pipeline,
in transportation
or local distribution
engaged
of
natural
gas and the sale of natural gas for ultimate
consumption, but shall not include any part of any pipeline primarily
used for storage
or gathering or low
pressure distribution of natural gas;
Intrastate Commerce — Per KRS 278.504
includes the production, gathering, treatment/
(4)
processing,
transportation
and delivery of natural gas
entirely within the Commonwealth which is not subject to
the jurisdiction
of the federal energy regulatory commission under
the natural
gas act or the natural gas
policy act of 1978;
Transportation — Per KRS 278.504

...

...

...

includes
exchange,
(5)
other means of transportation;

class

A
A

LDc — per Uniform

backhaul,

displacement

or

system of Accounts

local distribution company having annual gas operating
of $ 2,500,000 or more.

revenues

Broker
A

broker

supply

is

and

customers.
possess no

in the practice of arranging
transportation
of natural gas for specific
Brokers do not take title to the gas and
physical plant.

a person engaged

Oealer

dealer is a person engaged in the practice of purchasing gas and arranging for its supply and transportation to customers. Dealers may take title to the gas
but maintain no physical plant.

A

Transporter
is a utility engaged in the practice of
A
transporter
and
transportation
supply of natural gas. A
arranging
transporter may or may not take title to the gas but does
facilities for the transportation of natural
maintain

gas.
Least-cost Purchasing
Least-cost
purchasing

is the optimal strategy that
includes supplier reliability, supply contracts (long and
short term) and other factors in addition to cost to
obtain a firm supply of gas.
Nerchant Function
function
is defined as the purchase of
The merchant
natural gas for resale.
of Service
Unbundling
of service is the process by which a utility
identifies the services available and assigns a separate
rate for each service.

Unbundling

End-Qaer

end-user
is a retail customer;
natural gas at the burner-tip.

An

one

who consumes

OBJECTXVBS

trade-offs between competing interests are
necessary< the purposes of this investigation are as follows:
To ensure
that all customers of an LDC have the opporto benefit from increased competition in the natural gas
tunity
Recognizing

industry.

that

To mai.ntai.n

natural

the economic and financial

well-being

gas distribution industry in Kentucky.
the Commission's
oversight
To expand

of natural

gas

the Commission's authority in fulfilling
to assure fair, just, and reasonable rates for natural

its

practices

acquisition

To

mandate

of the

customers

by LDCs.

examine

gas

in Kentucky.
To

examine

variety of services
their systems.

extent

the

which

LDCs

should

offer a

order to keep large volume end-users

in

To encourage

to

the economic use of natural

gas produced

on

in

Kentucky.

After

reviewing

finds

Commission

the following
To

lowest

effort

cost
must

the

that

testimony

its policies

and

data in this case, the

should be formulated

to

meet

objectives:
that LDCs pursue all avenues to acquire the
This
natural
wholesale
gas for thei.r customers.

assure

not endanger

users
the firm supply upon which

many

customers

are dependent.
Most residential
and commercial customers must rely on the
natural gas for them. such customers realisticalLDC to purchase
ly cannot arrange for their own natural gas supply or transportaHistorically,
tion due to the size and seasonality of their
LDCs have relied on the interstate
pipelines which purchased from
a large portfolio of suppliers thus offering a reliable supply of
As interstate
pipelinas elect to become more
gas to the LDCs.

involved

in the transportation

the risk of the entire merchant

of gas (and move away from bearing
function) LDCs must accept greater
a reliable and available supply of

for maintaining
responsibility
natural gas for customers who are paying for such service.
The Class A LDCs should prepare to assume more of the merIn the pursuit of least cost wholesale natural
chant function.

their long term
the use of interstate and intrastate transstudy
portation services to gain access to spot market gas.
2. To promote the use of the existing retail distribution
system by customers who arrange for their own supplies of natural

gas, Class A
contracts and

gas

LDCs

should

evaluate

renegotiating

~

for gas distrithe Commission
wants to avoid or minimixe duplication of
bution
facilities. The Commission is of the opinion that transportation
rates can be designed that vill encourage use of the existing
In order to provide

distribution
for
arrange
fixed costs

netvork.

the most

efficient

Those customers

system

who

cannot

realistically

will benefit from contributions to
their
by other customers who are capable of arranging
Retaining
former retail sales customers as retail
own
supply.
transportation customers maintains a contribution to system costs.
increases the access of
Encouraging natural gas transportation
large volume end-users
to lower priced natural gas supplies.
Large volume end-users must have access to spot market natural gas
to be competitive with other areas of the country that are encourAs large volume end-users
suppliers.
aging use of alternate

their

own

supply

of reducing production costs, energy expense is
The Commission wishes to encourage
one factor that they consider.
economic activity in Kentucky by eliminating unnecessary barriers
to less expensive sources of energy.
evaluate

3.

methods

To

effectively

provide a regulatory

framework

in which the LDCs can

to supply large volume end-users.
As LDCs assume more responsibility
for the merchant function
of acquiring natural gas and transportation rates allow them to be
more
competitive, the economic incentive to maintain full service
The commission will evaluate programs
customers
will increase.
the

that,

compete

I DCs

may

propose to compete for the large volume

end-

users.

4.

To

encourage

Class

A

LDCs

to participate

in competition

at the wholesale level for natural gas supply.
sees merit in the national program to
have
interstate pipelines become primarily providers of transportation services, the fact remains that there is much uncertainty
at this time. Requests for order 436 transportation tariffs are
entangled with take-or-pay proposals at the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission ("FERC"j and the entire order is being debated in
Docket No. 85-1811, et al., before the United states Court of
for the District of Columbia. Thus the Commission can
Appeals
LDCs to follow
closely the activities of their
only encourage
pipeline suppliers and announcements by the federal government to
further deregulate wholesale natural gas markets.
Although

the Commission

-10-

5.

establish a regulatory framework that is appropriate
to the new structure of the natural gas industry.
In determining the degree of regulation of emerging companies
in the natural gas retail sector, the Commission does not want to
respond
to deregulation at the national level with an unnecessary
increase in regulation at the state level.
6. To evaluate unhundling of services and development of
appropriate cost allocation methods.
The record in this case indicates Class A natural gas utilities and large volume end-users support unbundling of services as
The Commission believes a
competition.
a means of encouraging
cast allocation is a prerequisite to
study of each utility's
tariffs for unbundled services. The Commission vill
revising
consider
the results of such studies and the impact on individual
customers in determining appropriate rates for unbundled services.
Unique Features of the Natural Gas Industry
Some

To

background

on the natural

gas industry

and

its regula-

tion is important for understanding the current environment.
Due
to the special characteristics
of the industry,
the federal
government
has regulated the price of natural gas through a variety of regulatory mechanisms since 1938. One of these characteristics is the degree of vertical integration. Companies owning
transmission
lines and controlling production companies have frebeen affiliated, raising questions of whether prices have
quently
Another characterbeen determined
negotiations.
by arms-length

istic is

the incentive

required

to encourage continued

exploration

for

new

reserves.

Since natural

gas

is

an exhaustible

resource,

the pricing system must be designed

to encourage continued exploration for new reserves. This exploration is capital intensive.
Another
feature of natural gas production is the allocation
of production wells to intrastate and interstate markets. Over
the years the interplay of natural gas committed to one market or
the other has affected pricing. Prior to the Natural Gas Policy
Act of 197S, producers
attempted
to avoid price regulation by
dedicating
discovered reserves to intrastate markets.
newly
Due
to the nature of the natural gas industry, large producers are
able to respond to regulatory programs by withholding reserves or
exploration for new reserves.
Producer
contracts with pipeline companies often contain a
take-or-pay
clause which requires pipelines to pay for a certain
reducing

of gas regardless of use. Most LDCs rely on pipeline companies to supply natural
gas and are essentially price-takers.
The structure
of supply contracts in conjunction
with near
monopoly distribution
service creates an inefficient market.
volume

Federal Regulatory

History
of the natural

structure
gas industry has led to the need
for government intervention.
Initially, the Federal Power Commission ("FPC"), predecessor to FERC, focused its efforts on establishing the interstate price for large producers and assumed small
producers would ad)ust their prices accordingly.
In 1962 the FPC changed to a system of area rates for producers.
The producers were opposed to area rates, and drilling
The

for new reserves fell 50 percent between 1960 and 1970. The lack
of discovery of new reserves was a factor that 2.ed to natural gas
shortages in the 1970's and the passage of the NGPA in 1978.
In 1974 the FPC implemented nationwide rates for producers
based on two pricing mechanisms.
The FPC set the price for old
gas in the interstate market while the price for new gas in the
interstate market was to be determined by market conditions at the
time.
The price for new gas was expected to be sufficiently
high
to encourage exploration.
During the shortages of the 1970's, the FPC permitted special
60-day emergency sales. The prices charged by producers for emergency sales were often double the cost-based rates. This resulted
in producers holding back available supplies, speculating that the
prices would go even higher. The PPC then agreed to allow higher
prices for regulated gas and extended price regulation to natural
gas in intrastate markets to achi.eve more stability of supply and
price in the long run.
The NGPA further
FERC to allo~ pipelines
required
to pass
the cost of their natural gas purchases to their customthrough
ers, unless fraud and abuse could be shown. The statute defined
fraud and abuse as any concealment

or negligent

misrepresentation.

to hold back reserves led state consumer
advocates
to suspect large producers of withholding low-priced
reserves and moving higher priced gas.
About the same time, the world price of oil dropped.
Oil and
natural
gas are substitutes in many industrial processes.
As the

The

ability of

a producer

-13-

industrial end-users switched to oil. The
pipelines and LDCs saw their sales declining.
In Kentucky,
all Class A LDCs experienced a drop in demand.
and commercial customers fall
Columbia
saw demand by residential
and
70 percent by industrials.
ULHhP,
Delta,
by 20 percent
dramatic
declines as well. The
and LGaE5 experienced
WKG,
decline in demand by residential and commercial customers can be

of oil dropped,

price

resulting from increasing gas prices
weather.
The loss of industrial demand, however, was
and warmer
primarily the result of the drop in oil prices.
Transition, 1982-1985
rise in the producer's price of
In 1982 the decade-long

attributed

to

conservation

to level off. However, between July 1982 and
July 1983, the price of gas sold by interstate pipelines rose.
Again, the price-sensitive industrial end-users reacted strongly.
Pipelines responded with action at both ends to reduce prices
They renegotiated
and lessen contractual take-or-pay liabilities.
contracts, exercised "market out" clauses, and insisted on
supply
natural

gas

began

Col umb i a r esponse
1986, Question No.
ULHCP

Question

to

2.

Commi

ss ion

'

Order

dated January

to Commission's Order dated January
2, pages 2, 3, and 4.

response
No.

17,

17, 1986,

Delta response to Commission's
Question No. 2, page 2.

Order dated January

17, 1986,

to Commission's
response
Question No. 2, page 6.

Order dated January

17, 1986,

to
LC4,E response
Question No. 2.

Order dated January

17, 1986,

WKG

Commission's

more

favorable

tion, pipelines

contracts

various

with

In addi-

producers.

market-segmenting

assist the pipeline's
market
a series of special marketing

To

approved

allowed

producer

that

devised

new

tools to retain

end-users.

industrial

SNPs

in

terms

and

diversification,
programs

FERC

("SNPs" )

.

The

pipeline to terminate a purchase contract with a
instead arrange to transport the gas to an end-user

a

directly

purchased

the

from

producer

at

a reduced

price.

also expanded its "blanket certificate" programs gx'anting
sex'vice.
genexic approval for certain kinds of transportation
On Nay 10, 1985, the District of Columbia Cixcuit Couxt found
the SNPs and blanket certificates to be discximinatoxy and invaliFERC

.

dated both programs 6
Awaxe that the pipelines

natural

gas supplies,

reduced

demand,

toxy

FERC

framework.

foxmalize
On

facing a dilemma of growing
high prices tied to long-tenn contracts, and
changes in its regulahad been considexing

The

were

Circuit

Court

decision

FBRC

to

in a Notice

of

spurred

a px'oposa1.
Nay

Proposed

30, 1985,

Rulemaking

FERC

announced

("NOPR").

The

its
NOPR

plans
would

the pxoeliminating

advance

features of the earlier programs while
All customers would be allowed
their discriminatory
aspect.
access to txanspoxtation
nondiscriminatory
service for natural
gas. If effective, a fully competitive market could evolve from

competitive

Naryland

(D.C.

Counsel v. FERC, 761 F.2d 768 (D.C. Cir.,
People's Counsel v. FERC, 768 F.2d 450
Naryland

People's

1985)> and

Cir., 1985).

-15-

to the end-user. Any market power of the pipelines
services which would be
would
extend only to transportation
subject to cost-of-service regulation.
The four parts of the NOPR would, first, allow pipelines to
the

producer

with conventional certification.
transportation
Second,
an "optional, expedited certification" procedure would be offered.
Third, pipelines
accepting the optional certification procedure
wouM
be granted a "safe-harbor" for recovery of certain take-orthat would be assumed prudent.
Fourth, pipelines
pay expenses
accepting the optional certification procedure would be subject to
relaxed regulation
of gas sales rates.
This is a part of a
broader attack on rolled-in pricing of natural gas.
On
October 9, 1985, FERC issued Order 436, its final rule
entitled "Regulation Of Natural Gas Pipelines After Partial
Wellhead Decontrol." The stated purpose of the final rule was:

provide

.to

assure that commodity and transmission prices
the wellhead and burner-tip
gas between
and consistent with the
would
be clear and accurate
requirement
of the Natural Gas Act of 1938 that rates
and practices
be just and reasonable and not unduly
discriminatory,
or preferential.
The final
rule established a framework for setting just and
rates and practices for the sale and transportation oK
reasonable

for

gas in interstate

natural

date
t:he

natural

of

November

provisions

33

FERC

Partial

commerce.

FERC

authorised

1, 1985, for transportation

an

of natural

effective
gas under

of Order 436.

61,007 "Regulation of Natural Gas Pipelines After
Decontrol," page I-lo.

Wellhead

-16-

The

final

has certainly

rule

Yet
the gas industry.
that the pipelines who serve

shaken

this case indicates
Kentucky,
except for COT and TCO, have been slow to adopt the
has
The effective date for transportation
Order
436 approach.
been extended
by FERC at least three times since the final rule
was issued.
Given federal
deregulation, the transition from monopoly to
of state regulatory
haS beCOme
the responsibility
COmpetitian
The task confronting state regulators is to decrease
commissions.
economic dislocation and ensure
of unnecessary
the probability
occurs at a minimum cost to all regions and
that the transition
the

record

groups.
fundamental

in

The

question

is

not whether

competition

is

how

competition

can function

question

can

exist; the

in the public

interest.
transition
has forced LDCs to confront the problem of
public utility obligations in a marketplace where the ground rules
LDCs face potential
are changing.
challenges in both the world of
competition and the world of regulation.
The

PSC JURISDICTION

of the hearing on January 7, the Commission
briefs from the parties on the subject of its Jurisdicrequested
interests of
tion.
The briefs generally reflect the particular
each party. The Commission has taken a broad view in determining
the most appropriate
degree of its regulation.
The result is a
comprehensive
regulatory framework, one that attempts to adapt to
the activities of the industry as a whole.
At the conclusion

the course of this proceeding,

it

that
there are a variety of companies that fall within the definition
These
of utility under KRS 278, but which are not now regulated.
are companies involved in the production, sale, distribution, and
transportation of natural gas. In order to protect the public and
fairly enforce the statute, the Commission intends to regulate all
entities that fall within the scope of the statute. It is essential that the Commission maintain an oversight role in the traditional aspects of the industry, although it may not be necessary
to regulate to the same extent all aspects of natural gas related
The Commission will look at new competition and reguutilities.
latory proposals from the perspective of improving the
During

became evident

to compete on the retail level with alternate fuels and
Accordalternate transporters in the interest of all ratepayers.
ingly, the Commission endeavors to structure its regulation to be
LDCs'bility

compatible

with the marketplace.

to deregulation at
level with an increase in regulation at the state
the national
level that would stille competition.
However, to meet the Commission'6
goals and uphold its legislative mandate, regulatory
is necessary.
The Commission believes that it has
intervention
sufficient authority to carry out its duties, but will continue to
monitor
the needs of the public and the industry to determine the
of amending that authority.
In addi.tion to the statupropriety
the Commission
believes it is necessary to
tory definitions,
define emerging methods of conducting business in order to maintain effective regulation in the natural gas industry.
There is
The

Commission

does

not want to respond

-ls-

definition of "marketer" of natural gas. However, a
number
of comments were received concerning the Comsignificant
mission's
regulation
of "marketers." The services of marketers
vary from one to another.
Therefore, the Commission is estabon pages
6 and 7 of t:his Order, working definitions of
lishing,
broker, dealer, and transporter, all of which may have been preno

standard

as marketers.
level of discussion

viously considered

initial

The

is

concerning

the Commission's

traditionally have
not been closely regulated.
Neither their services nor rates have
presented the commission with the need to monitor on a wide scale.
Changes in the gas industry could create situations where the Comregulatory

mission

approach

should

in

competition

section,

the wellhead.

Producers

become more involved.

However,

the

discussed

marketplace,

as

finds there is

given the present

in the following

necessity to increase
the degree of rate regulation of producers.
The comments of the
parties fully support this posi.tion.
The next level of aotiVity inVOlVeS tranSpOrterS.
GiVen the
the
increase in demand for, and the provision of, transportation,
Commission
finds it necessary to regulate any company that transThis includes any
ports gas to the public for compensation.
entity producer, pipeline company, distributor or other person(s}
--that has facilities used to transport gas. This is necessary in
order to provide efficient use of existing facilities, avoid duplication of facilities, assure nondiscriminatory transportation,
and encourage
use of locally produced gas. The Commission is of
the opinion
that the facilities, practices, and services of
the

Commission

—
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no

must
transporters
be regulated
to assure compliance with the
objectives of thi,s proceeding, while the rates charged for such
transportation may be determined in the marketplace.
The final level of regulatory activity concerns distributors
and sales of gas to end-users.
Traditionally, the Commission has
exerted full rate-base and faci.lities regulation of these entities.
The Commission will continue to do so. The rates charged
end-users, whether residential, commercial or industrial, remain a

at reasonable levels by continuing review. The market may allow rates in certain competitive
areas such as production and transportation to be somewhat selfHowever, because there is no real price competition
regulating.
at the retail sales level, the Commission must retain its historical role as a substitute for the marketplace.
In summary, any utility selling gas to the public, whether it
has historically been considered as producer, transporter, IDC, or
otherwise, is subject to full rate-base and facilities regulation.
prime concern and are best maintained

considers the public to be one or more end-users.
The sale of gas to the public supersedes other business activities
of a utility and subjects it to aforesaid level of regulation.

The

Commission

example, a pipeline company or producer that generally transports gas, but which sells some of its gas to an end-user, will be

For

distributor and seller of natural gas. In order to
maintain fair and effective regulation of all companies engaged in
activi ties, equivalent oversight oC comparable activities
~ imilar
is required. Pursuant to KRS 278.485, farm taps are exempted from
this regulation.
-20considered

a

i.e.,

other entities,
brokers and dealers, were
reviewed
during
the course of this proceeding to determine their
At this time, the Commission
place in the changing gas industry.
finds it is unnecessary
to regulate brokers and dealers. Bath

Certain

entities are engaged in arranging supplies of gaa. While this may
affect other phases of the market, the market realities of such
activities are sufficient to be self-regulating.
The Commission
is aware that there are companies engaged in utility activities
to

pursuant

KRS

sider themselves

all

utilities,

their

current

278 that were previously

subject to regulation.
which

have

tariffs>

not

system

or did not conThe Commission finds that
unknown

previously
maps,

and

so, should file
a description of their
done

business activities.
Subsidiary Operations
As brokers and dealers are to be unregulated,
is of the opinion that it should continue to allow

the Commission
LDCs

to operate

subsidiaries for the same purpose. The subsidiary will be unregulated as are other brokers, but the Commission will review the
operation of the regulated
company to determine that no crossoccurs. The Commission reserves the right to examine the
subsidy
rn the interest of fair combooks and records ot the subsidiary.
petition, information known to the subsidiary must also be available to other brokers.
CONPETXTION

En

questions
markets

the

Order

were asked:

in

natural

this

establishing

"Should the Commission

gas

supply

and in
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the following
encourage competitive

proceeding,

transportation

aervices7"

indicate the

The responses

Commission

should

encourage

competition

natural gas supply and retail transportation services.
there were divergent opinions On the meaning of increasHowever,
ing competition in the retail sector of the natural gas industry.
in

retail

Stand

Energy

sales, brokerage,

of Entrade,
responsive

believe the Commission

KIUC

in all markets related to natural

competition
gas

and

transportation,

the Commission

should

and

should

encourage

gas supply

including

storage.

In the opinion

competition

encourage

to insure

prices for all customers including

In Xebec's opinion,

the Commission

captive customers.
should encourage competition

by

operating brokering/marketing
affiliates.
believes that the price of gas and the fee for delivery
Southwire
service should both be set by competitive market forces.

prohibiting

LDCs from

Class

Although

policies,
traditional
encumbrances

Stand

they

have

A

pro-competitive
generally
support
expressed concern about the impact on thei r
LOCs

role as a reliable supplier and the regulatory
that vill affect their ability to compete in retail

Energy

response

1986, Question No. 18.

to Commission's

Order dated January

17,

KIUC
to Commission's Order dated January
response
Question No. 18, page 16.
Entrade Notion to Intervene dated February 6, 1986.

17, 1986,

Xebec response
to Commission's
Question No. 18, page S.

17, 1986,

Order dated January

Southwire
to Commission's
response
1986, Statement of Purpose, page 2,
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Order dated January

17,

transportation
markets.
Both Delta
and LGSE
expressed concern that as competition
increases, services may
become
less reliable.
Delta is of the opi.nion that all
and

supply

competitors

should

competitive

markets

to Columbia,

According

in

a

manner

uniform

that

to the same degree.
HKG thinks
result in "cost-of-service" rates.

be regulated

should

the Commission
avoids

should

encourage

of

facilities

duplication

competition
and ensures

regulation.

situation by stating its reason for
participating i.n this case as follows:
To encourage
the Commission to adopt a market driven,
innovative
)obs producing,
regulatory
policy for the
driven
competitively
sector oC the natural gas market
and
a system of reasonable regulatory controls for the
noncompetitive segment of the market.
were asked what factors limit their
Large volume end-users
participation in competitive natural gas markets. KIUC's response
is representative of the other responses in citing three factors:
one, restrictive tariffs of interstate pipelines and hesitation in
The

AG

summed

up

the

Delta response to Commission's
Question No. 18, page 15.
LGSE response
to Commission's
Question No. 10e, page 2.

Order dated January

17, 1986,

Order dated January

17, 1986,

to Commission's Order dated January 17, 1986,
18, page 14.
16 WKG response
to Commission's
Order dated January 17, 1986,
Question No. 18, page 26.
17 Columbia
response
to Commi as ion ' Order dated January 17,
1986, Question No. 18, page 24.
AG response
to Commission's Order dated January 17, 1986, page
Delta

Question

response
No.

4.

-23-

restrictive tariffs of LDCs; and, three,
excessive transportation rates.
GTE stated
that high transportation costs within the state
limit
its participation in competitive retail natural gas

adopting

436;

Order

markets.

two,

Southern

its

believes

output

could

be increased

substantially if present hindrances to competition were eliminated
and transportation
capacities to local and interstate markets were
made available.
The Commission
recognizes
the effect of competition at the
retail level in natural gas supply. The Commission encourages the
efficient allocation of physical and financial resources and

to achieve this. A
should promote
reduction
in regulatory barriers to transportation
this goal. Thus, competition will be directed to the actual cost
of the gas itself. This is desirable, as the cost of gas is the
largest single factor in any gas sales rate, and is where the
greatest savings may be achieved.
recognizes

that

ACQUISITIOH

PRACTICES

In

competition

may

1985 the provisions

January

be a means

of the

NGPA

that were linked

deregulation of natural gas prices at the wellhead became
effective.
Concurrently, FERC proposed changes to the regulation

to

the

KIUC

page

response

17.

to

Commission's

Order dated January

17, 1986,

Order dated January 17, 1986,
response
to Commission's
Question No. 18b, page 18.
Order dated January 17,
Southern
response
to Commission's
GTE

1986, page

9.

-24-

of interstate pipelines that were intended to promote competition.
One of PERC's goals was to allow LDCs access to a larger number of
suppliers in order to take advantage of lower wellhead prices.
of the Commission's purposes in this case was to deterOne
mine
the need for change in, or expansion of. its oversight of
LOCs'as acquisition practices in order to encourage participation in wholesale natural gas markets. Most of the responding
indicated
LDCs
they expected some change in their acquisition
practices. LG6E expressed the concern of several LDCs that least-

cost gas be

made

available

to its customers:

transportation
Zf given
access to nondiscriminatory
services, the company expects to exercise its right to
its gas
participate in the spot market for a portion of
short-term
thus possibly

supply,
savings

are
necessary
LDCs

concern

is

realizing

even

greater

also quite concerned that the dependability of supply,
to serve firm customers, not be jeopardized. This
evident

in Columbia's

statement:

intends
to purchase only firm gas supplies to
Columbia
Whether that
meet the requirements of its firm markets.
is purchased from interstate pipelines or
firm supply
directly from producers or brokers, will depend upon
rates and
price, transportation
supply
availabilify,

pipeline capacity.

acquisition review, proposed in the
Draft Order, as desirable but indicated the Commission's proposal
The AG suggested a statewide econometric
might not go far enough.
The

AG

considered

the

LGaE response
to Commission's Order dated January
Question No. 10b, pages 1 and 2.

Columbia

response

1986, Question

to Commission's
2.
-25-

No. 10b, page

Order

17, 1986/

dated January

17,

model

or gas sharing arrangements

tive in efficiently meeting the
The

r.Dcs indicated

among

LDCs

as being more effec-

for gas.
further areas of concern:
demand

designing

con-

tract

to accommodate the changing market, avoiding
provisions
take-or-pay
exposure,
taking advantage of spot-market purchases,
of suppliers to ensure dependable serdeliverability
evaluating
vice and tying gas prices to other fuel prices. As Delta stated<
is to maintain
the
concern
primary
and market
supply

flexibility.

TCO,

Columbia

all of the Class A LDCs
obligation to pursue least-cast

Gulf and

stressed that while LDcs have an
gas for their customers, the purchases and contracts entered into
must be consistent with preserving a reliable supply.
one of the Commission's
Although
objectives is to direct
Class A LDCs to acquire least.-cost wholesale natural gasp there
continue
to be market barriers in the wholesale gas market. The
barriers are the slow movement by interstate pipelines in
primary
actually moving gas under Order 436 and the reluctance of producers to renegotiate high take-or-pay contracts. Despite federal
efforts to the contrary, allocation of pipeline caparegulatory
city by interstate pipelines that have declared themselves open
transporters is also a barrier.
the questions asked in this docket was: "What factors
Among
limit LDC participation in competitive natural gas markets?" As
to Commission's Or'der dated September 30 '986.
Order dated April 18, 19B6,
response
to Commission's

AQ's response

Delta

pages 1 and

2.

LGaE

explained,

most

sales

contract

demand

them

with

participation

LDCs

are currently

with their wholesale

unable

to reduce their

suppliers

and

replace
believes

transportation
service.
Columbia
is limited by existing contracts, limited access to

firm

constraints.
Delta raised the discrimination
question of reduced rate service to some customers as
a potential obstacle.28
Several commenters
mentioned
constraints as an
regulatory
obstacle to participation in competitive natural gas markets. The
Commission
initiated this case to examine the appropriate role of
in the natural
regulation
gas sector given the federal policy
and has determined that the public interest requires an
changes,
increased oversight role in the area of natural gas acquisitions.
In anticipation
of changes in gas procurement, Class A LDCs
should
examine their forecasting methodology and their ability to
accurately project natural gas demand. As supply contract periods
change, better information on demand will assist the IDC in matching demand with the least cost supply.
Class A LDCs should expect
an inquiry into forecast methodology by the Commission as part of
the acquisition review process.
spot

markets

and regulatory

LGaE response
to Commission's
Question No. 18a, page 12.

Order dated January

17, 1986,

response
to Commission's
Order
dated January 17,
1986, Question No. 18a, page 24.
Delta response to Commission's Order dated January 17, 1986,
Question No. 18a, page 1S.

Columbia

believes that Class A
provisions
ta obtain natural
These provisions could include,

The Commission

LDCs

should

at

consider

new

clearing
but are not limited to,
prices.
shorter term contracts, annual price renegotiation, or linking
price to an indicator that changes with market conditions.
Class A LDCs to diversify their
The Commission
encaurages
ta the extent necessary to take advantage of
wholesale
suppliers
lower wellhead
prices and maintain reliable supply. Pursuant to
KRS 278.507 (1), it will be the policy of the Commission to facilitate greater use of natural gas produced or available for production within the state, where this can be done without detriment to
In addition, pursuant to KRS 27S.274 the
the other ra epayers.
burden will be on the utility to defend the company's portfolio of
the extent to which lower cost gas supplies have been
suppliers,
pursued, the terms af new supply contracts, and the reliability of
supply to those customers dependent on firm supply service.
Maintaining
a reliable supply of natural gas is not simple,
Given these changes,
especially in light of federal deregulation.
and evaluate
will thoroughly
investigate
the Commission
plans and their effect on consumer rates and
purchasing
The framework for this evaluation for Class A
supply reliability.
will differ fram that for all other gas utilities.
gas utilities
A
structured appraach ia being established for Class A LDCs
mare
to ensure that they are active in deregulated markets and they
seek to obtain the least-coat reliable supply of natural gas.
reviews, LDCs gave
When asked about the timing of acquisition
Delta was of the opinion that the
somewhat
opinions.
varying
-2S-

contract

gas

market

LDCs'uture

first

review should come during
the next rate case of each
company. 29 RKG thought the reviews should begin at once;
LG&E
suggested a delay of one year. 31
Delta, 32 LQ&E 33 and ULH&P

felt

too frequent and not cost effective,
every 2 to 3 years instead; Columbia was concerned
suggesting
about regulatory lag and suggested timing periodic reviews to fit
into each company'
planning
cycle. 35
Delta would time the
reviews coincident with the "normal gas year" beginning November
review

an annual

l.

was

the reviews in late winter or
suggested conducting
early spring, 37 and ULB&9 the first or second quarter. 38 Several
LG&E

of the

LDCs

pointed

out

that

("PGAs"} afford the Commission

the

purchased

an on-going

gas

ad)ustments

to monitor

opportunity

acquisitions.
Commission

The

plans

an

in-depth

praCtiCeS Of eaCh ClaSS
the focus will be prospective

purChaeing

review,

of Evidence
Ibid., page 120.

Transcript

33
35

37

38

Ibid.,
Ibid.,
Ibid.,

page &0.

Ibid.,
Ih id .,
Ibid.,

page

page

31.

80.
Ibid», page 169.
Ibid., pages 136-137.

31.

page 8 1 ~

170.
»29»

review
Although

LDC.

in nature

("T.E."},January

page

page

A

annual

and

will

of

the

termed

a

fit,

as

7, 1987, page 30.

possible, into established planning cycles. The Commission is of the opinion that the first step of each review should
be the submission
by the LDC of its long-term supply and demand
forecast and portfolio of natural gas suppliers, including details
The Commission
of the producers'nd
transporters'ontracts.
vill review the extent of long term planning, as well as the pricand mix of long term and spot purchases.
ing mechanisms
This

much

as

information

will be used in evaluating

responsiveness

to deregula-

tion ~ithin the given constraints.
The

acquisition

review

process should begin in August

filing the details of

1987

forecast
and acquisition planning procedures already in place. This information
should be supplied from both the l986-87 and 1987-88 heat-

with

ing

each

Class

A LDC

seasons in order to

make

the commission

any demand

familiar

with current

status of acquisition planning for each company. The filings vill
future acquibe accepted as information to be used in structuring
sition reviews; and, unless otherwise notified, no further action
The timing of the review for each company will
shall be taken.
depend
on the company's established planning cycle. The Commission vill notify each Class A. LDC of its annual filing cycle after
its established procedures. The implementation of each
reviewing
LDC's acquisition
on an on-going basis
plan will be reviewed
its gas cost adjustment filings. The Commission does not
through
intend
to monitor adherence to the plan itself, but to be assured
of least-cost planning and acquisitions.
For smaller
gas utilities the Commission will periodically
conduct a prospective review of acquisition practices as part Of
-30-

purchased

adjustment

gas

proceedings

the

provide

filings

and general

Commission

rate cases.

a means of encouraging

Such

long-

of purchases.
will continue to intervene in cases before
The Commission
of Kentucky's LDCs. The
FERC that affect the wholesale suppliers
Commission
encourages all Class A natural gas companies to become
in cases and activities that involve their
active participants
wholesale suppliers.
will increase as pipeThe importance of active intervention
The pipelines will propose
lines agree to serve as transporters.
and reviewing

term planning

new

will

rate

designs
a

have

example,

TCO

(SVOs). 9

and

prudency

allocation

methods

for transportation

that

For
on the LDCs'etail services.
bearing
mentioned the use of Seasonal Volumetric Obligations

direct

nominated
are seasonal quantities
by TCO's
to define TCO's service obligations to its wholesale
customers
To effectively evaluate and participate in TCO's SVO
customers.
program requires good information on customer demand.
Incentives In Gas Acquisition
answer to the Commission, at the January 7, 1987, hearing
Xn
SVOs

interested parties testified regarding what incentives could be
Delta described two changes necessary
built into gas purchasing.
to build in incentives: one, eliminating purchased gas ad)ustment

TCO's

pages

l

response
and

2.

to Commission's

-31-

Order dated April

18, 1986,

clauses;

and,

providing

two,

shareholders

portion of gas savings below target level.
LGSE noted that important
incentives

of retaining

a means
40

a

exist in gas
According to LG&E, LDCs have an incentive to obtain
purchasing.
low cost gas in order to maintain
overall customer satisfaction,
customers who can switch to other
especially from industrial
interest in incentives that
sources of energy.
LGaE expressed
permit sharing of gas cost savings but wanted careful study before
implementation.
added

WKG

for

41

rate of return allowance

the idea of an increased

that does especially
Columbia
saw some merit

a company

ment.

already

well
in

in managing

the

idea

of

gas procurean

incentive

specific plan to offer. 43 Both Columbia and
ULH&P mentioned
increasing allowed rates of return for LDCs that
performed well and sharing in gas cost savings below a benchmark
level. 44
system

but

had

Competition

no

from

provide

other gas suppliers and other sources of
the most effective incentive for actively

energy

can

seeking

lower gas supply

of gas

in

customers
40

42

rate design
with

supply

costs.

The use

spreads

this

alternatives

T. E., pages 3S-37.
Ibid., pages 83-84.
Ibid., page 123.

Ibid.,
Ibid.,

pages 140-142
'4

pages

171-172.
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and

of weighted average cost
incentive among industrial
all other customers. The

will carefully

Commission

their effect

on gas purchasing

pointed

As

out by LGaE,

incentive.

important

review proposed

incentives.
active Commission

The Commission

this Order how it is
acquisition practices.

rate designs to consider

expanding

oversight

has discussed

its

oversight

is

previously

an

in

of LDCs'as

to retain a portion of gas savings
below a benchmark
level, if well constructed, could provide an
incentive.
additional
Determining the appropriate benchmark and
Errors in forecasting or
porti,on
to be shared is difficult.
unforeseen
circumstances could result in significant windfalls or
A
losses for I DCs.
partial pass-through mechanism could have
uni,ntended influences on an I DC's choice of supplier mix, contract
duration
and other contract terms,
However, the Commission vill
A

policy

allowing

LDCs

to review evolving gas markets and LDC gas acquisition
practices to determine
if additional incentives from a partial
continue

pass-through
UNBOHDLING

Rate

method

would

be in the public

interest.

OP SERVICES AND RATES

design

change

offers

one means of resolving

gas market

Historicallyg
gas purchases involved "full-service"
which included transportation,
brokerage, storage, load-balancing,

concerns.
and

sometimes

The latest trend in
gas production and marketing.
is a "self-serve" approach of unbundling natural gas

rate design
KIUC stated that rates for
rates in response to competition.
transportation
services should be unbundled and based on the cost
4>

ra4

A

page 83 ~

-33-

of providing
the service.
priced services would provide
larger loads.
However,
services would result in
customers who are residential
In LGsE's opinion,

In Delta's opinion,

individually

greater selection for customers with
Delta is concerned that unbundling of
higher prices for the majority of its
or small commercial customers.

natural

gas rates should be unbundled

only

to the extent of separating the cost of gas supply from the dissystem.49 WKG thinks sales rates must be unbundled and
tribution
transmission
services priced separately in order for the LDC to
discourage bypass of its distribution system.
ULH6P believes that any transportation
program should provide
the LDC as much flexibility as possible given market conditions
and federal and state regulatory policies.5
In order to properly
meet these objectives,
ULHaP
believes that rates should be
unbundled
to reflect the services provided by the LDC and such
services should be billed separately.
Southwire supports the

to Commission's
response
Question No. 15a, page 10.

Order dated January

17, 1986,

KIUC

Delta

response

to Commission's
page 9.

Order dated January

17, 1986,

Delta

response

to Commission's

Order dated January

17, 1986,

Order dated January

17, 1986,

Order dated January

17, 1986,

Order dated January

17, 1986,

Question

No.

15,

15, page 10.
LGaE response
to Commission's
Question No. 15, page 8.
WKG
to Commission's
response
Question

Question
ULHaP

Question

No.

15a, page 19.
response
to Commission's
No.
No.

15,

page

10.

of

goal

the services offered by gas companies

unbundling

forced to purchase

are not
want or need.53
customers

which

they do not

believes

that natural
gas rates should be
In the opinion of Xebec, natural gas rates should be

Stand

Energy

unbundled.

to encourage

unbundled

services

so that

to provide
signals.55

and

However,

more

as

use of available

pipeline capacity,
timely response to competitive market pricing
maximum

Columbia

pointed

out,

it is

that the

apparent

policy reflects a departure from the average cost
concepts.56
thinks fully allocated rates
Columbia
rate-making
based on cost responsibility,
coupled with the ability of flex

current.

rates

FERC

to

meet competition,

customers.57

In Columbia's

opinion,

weight

to Commission's

Southwire
response
19B6, page 3.
Stand

Energy

1986, Question

response
No.

15.

to Commission's

xebec response
to Commission's
Question No. 15, page 4.

needs of

all

gas

future rate design must give

to flexibility, adaptability,
"what the market is willing to pay."

appropriate
and

vill better serve the

experimentation,

Order dated January

l7,

Order dated January

17,

Order dated January

to Commission's
~lumbia
response
1986, Question No. lOd, page 3.

17, 1986,

Order

dated January

l7,

Order

dated January

17,

tel A

to Commi ss ion
response
19$6, Question No. 15, page 15.

Columbia
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'

believes that the Commission must act to provide nondiscriminatory and equal access to (intrastate) pipeline transportation services, to require the unbundling of all the functions
provided by (intrastate} pipelines, and to base rate levels on the
cost of providing each service (although a phase-in period may be
necessary).
Public UtiliKIUC discussed the decision of the Pennsylvania
ty Commission to move away from gross margin transportation rates
to cost-based transportation rates. KIUc stated its belief that a
The

AG

decision in Kentucky would benefit both industrial and
KIUC found industrial
customers would
customers.
residential

similar

benefit

because

states

they could compete on even terms with industries

Residential or
cost self-help gas.
"captive" customers would benefit because industrial customers
would not resort to increasingly
cheaper alternate fuels and leave
the system entirely according to KIUC.
to implement unbundled rates, the Commission finds
In order
it prudent to pursue a moderate course of action. Rapid changes
can result in unacceptable levels of economic
in rate structure
in

other

AG

response

for

low

to Commission's

Order dated January

4~

to Comnission's
KIUC
response
Question Ho. 3.5c, page
to Commission's
KIUC
response
Question No. 15, page 13.

ll.

61

62

IhiA

~

17, 1986, page

Order dated January

17i 1986g

Order dated January

17, 1986,

dislocation threatening reliable service and the financial health
of some natural gas companies.
notes that to some extent all Class A LDCs
The Commission
services and rates. All provide a transportation
have unbundled
service; some provide gas storage; and others offer a brokering
The Commission is of the opinion that all Class A LDCs
service.
continue
to offer and provide separate rates for the sale
should
of gas.
and transportation
service, each
For those customers who use the transportation
class A LDc shall also offer a standby service at a separately
identified
rate.
The purpose of standby service is to allow a
the option of "reserving" access back on
customer
transportation
If a utility needs to
the LDC's system as a sales customer.
revise its tariff to include a rate for standby service, the
revised tariff shall be filed no later than its next rate ease.
Appropriate cost support is required with such filing.
In addition, each Class A LDC shall review its own situation
relative to its customers'eeds and its need to compete. Any
service offered by the LDC shall be identified separately in its
tariff with a specific rate. The burden of proof shall be on the
LDC to demonstrate
that it does not have the capability to provide
a requested
service, or for other reasons should not offer a
service
Additional
services that could be provided include storage
However, the Commission is concerned that brokerand
brokering.
less expensive gas to certain customers to the
ing may target
To the extent brokering is used to
detriment
of other customers.
~

w37w

keep large-volume

of

end-users

on the LDC's system,

the Commission

is

that an appropriately designed transportation rate
Therefore, the Commisshould be able to achieve the same result.
sion will monitor brokering services by LDCs in order to prevent
any negative impact on customers who are unable to use such a serthe opinion

services to
ensure that they compete fairly with non-LDC brokering services.
All other utilities shall review their own particular situation to determine
what
services should be provided in order to
Each service
compete or that may be requested by its customers.
provided
shall be identified individually in the utility's tariff

vice.

The Commission

with an appropriate

will also monitor

LDC

brokering

rate.

COST~P-SERVICE
The

cerning

tioned,

significant amount of discussi.on concost-af-service. While the subject itself has been quesit has also been included in answers to questions on comrecord indicates

a

petition and natural gas markets. In Columbia's opinion, cost"ofservice should be a first step in unraveling existing distortions
between
rate schedules and in the design of rates which transmit
Acrossaccurate price signals regarding the cost-of-service.
the-board
rate increases and average cost of gas PGAs clearly
distort the communication of accurate price signals.

Columbia

to Commission's
15c, page 16.
Question No. 15f, page 18.
response

1986, Question

No.

Order

dated January

17,

Both

the

'PCO

federal

and Columbia

Gulf support

state levels consistent

and

bility necessary to

compete

at

cost-based rate-making

the flexisupports the adop-

with providing

for markets.6

GTE

fullyXn its opinion,
cosh-baaed
rates.
of unbundled
allocated, cost-based rates with class-equalized rates of return
KIUC thinks
will benefit GTE in its gas transportation program.
the commission, as part of this proceeding, should require LDCs to
develop
fully allocated, embedded cosh-of-service studies showing
the cost-of-service rate for each proposed class of transportation
LGaE thinks cost-based rates are
and each class of gas sales.
desirable and should be pursued unless other overriding issues
tion

exist.69
Southern

states

that

rates are not fully
customers are charged an unfair

since

marginal

cost-based rates, some
rent for transportation

allocated
economic

customers.7

In

the

facilities
of

opinion

WKG,

now

and

other

subsidize

is the

time

to

move

Gulf Joint response to Commission's Order
17, 1986, Question No. 15c, page 8.
to Commission's
Order dated January 17, 1986,
response

TCO

and

GTE

l.

Columbia

dated January
page

Question

No. 10d, page

3.

KIUC
to Commission's
response
Question No. 15g, page 1S.

Order dated January

17, 1986,

to Commission's
LGaE response
Question No, 15e, page 9.

Order dated January

17, 1986,

to Commission's
Southern
response
1986, Question No. 14, page 17.
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Order

dated January

17,

cost-based rates.

toward

Commission

According

recognize

must

today's

to

MKG,

market,

both the

the

LDC

other's

correspondingly

and the

to
Further,

and move quickly

prevent or avoid further load loss to alternate fuels.
WKG thinks
the only logical way to "level the playing
allow

LDC

to compete on a cost-of-service
a cost-of-service
transportation

field" is to

sales rate and
rate--not one

the

without

its

Draft Order the Commission concluded that since each
LDC operates
in a unique environment,
the determination of relevant costs and costing methodology may be equally unique.
The
Draft Order proposed requiring
cost-of-service studies by each
ln

to be submitted in any proposed changes to rate design
in the next rate case.
At this point it is important to discuss the role of cost"ofservice studies relating to rate design. Columbia stated, "Since
rate design has to consider marketability and many other factors,
cost of service studies gust serve as more or less a guideline in

Class

A LDC

any

case."

NSA

with

the

unbundling

maintained

of

that the Commission should go forward
services and the adoption of cost-of-

to Commission's
response
Order dated January
Question No. 10d, pages 7 and 8.

MKG

T&iA

~

to Commission's
response
Question No. 15c< page 20.
%KG

74

17, 1986,

T.E., page 143.

Order dated January

17, 1986,

service

rates.

transportation

choosing

from

alternatives

amongst

in

differences of opinion will arise as to
been done "76
recommendations
and

that

the

on

Delta

Columbia

very
and

LQ6E

.in

a cost of service study

that study should have

possible de-averaging

to assign that cost

how

how

". .

opinion

"fcost-of-service studies]

said,

Delta

Delta's

In

include

would

of the cost of gas

class.

is

area
believes must be addressed."
strongly
agree that a rate case is the appropriate
by customer

This

an

to examine cast-of-service studies.
The position
of the AG is that, "Other factors within the
Commission
directions, such as rate stability and so on, are much
than cost allocation in setting the exact rates
more
important

means

by which

that each customer should pay." O ULHSP commented, "Obviously
those commenters who argue for true cost-of-service rates are the
same
customers
who
are most capable of using alternative
supp'ies "81
75

response

NSA

2.

page
76

to Commission's

Order dated September

30, 1986,

to Commission's

Order dated September

30, 1986,

to Commission's

Order dated September

30, 1986,

to Commission's

Order dated September

30, l986,

T.E., page 39.
Delta response

4.

page
78

79

T.E., page 144.
T.E., page 85.
AG

page

response

ULH4P

page

14.

response

6.

cost-of-service studies
because they provide a starting point in rate design. However,
they are only one factor that the Commission will consider in
The Commission believes that other principles
rates.
designing
efficiency, equity, and rate stability are
such as adequacy,
equally important in designing rate structures.
of efficiency seeks to minimize the total
The principle
resource cost associated with the supply of natural gas. Rate
stability is achieved by minimizing the impact of economic disloFurther, equity demands
cation due to changing rate structures.
The

Commission

is interested

in

that will enable the utility to earn a
structure
rate of return. The role of the commission is
capital-attracting
to ensure that these principles are properly balanced in the ratemaking process.
finds that cost-of-service studies should be
The Commission
The Conmiscompleted
by each Class A LDC operating in Kentucky.
sion will consider fully allocated cost studies. The purpose of
the study should be to disaggregate services and assign the appropriate cost to each service. The studies should be logically con-

an

adequate

sistent

and

reproducible,

in the sense that any interested

party

of cost allocation techniques could work
his way through the numbers. The studies should begin with basic
financial, cost, and system planning data so that the
accounting,
Commission
or others may use the same cost and data to prepare
studies using different allocation systems. The Commission prefers that the studies be disaggregated to the greatest extent

with

some

understanding
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possible.
alternative

Noreover,

the

should

models

be

available

so that

allocations could be examined.
The Commission would like to more thoroughly
analyze the use
of weighted average cost of gas principles in rate designs
The
term "de-averaging" is sometimes referred to as an alternate principle of allocating the costs of gas to individual customer
classes'he Commission requests that cost-of-service studies
also consider how the costs of gas differ by customer class
The
studies

assumptions

should

de-averaging
customer

and

include

recommendations

of the costs of gas

and

how

on

the

possible

to assign that cost

by

class.

Selection of Cost-of-Service Studies
In i.ts January
17, 1987, Order the Commission requested
further testimony regarding cost-of-service studies as proposed in
The Commission specified timing the submission
the Draft Order.
of cost-of-service studies and appropriate methodology to be used
as topics for discussion.
Southern asked the Commission to reconsider and revise the
parts of its Draft Order which would only allow consideration of
in actual rates, rate design, or add itiona1 tariff
any change
offerings of Class A LDCs in a rate case upon completion of
cost-of-service studies. 82 KIUC expressed concern and confusion
that the language of the Draft Order would literally require
f iling of changes in rate design
consumers to await the voluntary

Submission

82

and

Southern response
1986, page 2.

to Commission's

-43-

Order

dated

September

30,

and

and convenience of the LDCs.
pleasure
and Western 6 also expressed concern abaut the timing

at the

allacation
4

Southwire

of cost-of-service

asked the Commission

LGSE

tariff,

studies.

ta clarify that it could

its

amend

to provide a minimum volume requirement or other
LGaE
minor conforming revisions without a full-blown rate case.
further
stated, ". . .it is unclear why such studies should be
~here they are likely ta become outdated
immediately,
undertaken
before an LDC's next rate case and may result in duplicate studies
and expensive ta prepare."
which are time-consuming
Southern
stated that the Draft Order should be revised ta
clear that Class A LDCs complete transportation cost-ofmake
cast-based transportation rates
service studies and promulgate
tariffs remain in
that present transportation
and
forthwith,
of such cost-based rates.
effect pending the implementation
simply

Southern

step

was

backward

KIUC

also of the opinion that the Commission
so-called downward
and was eliminating

Kespons&

pages 3 and 4 ~
84

to

Southwire
response
1986, page 4.
Western
response
1986, page 8.

86

CoHlmission

L06E
page
XGaE

page

had taken

flexibility

s Order dated September

to Commissian's
to Commission's

a

30@

1986/

Order dated September

30,

Order dated September

30,

response

to Commission's

order dated september

30, 1986,

response

to Commission's

Order dated September

30, 1986,

4.

4.

Southern

response

1986, page 10.

to Commission's

Order dated September

30,

in

transportat,ion

marginal

competition

from

alternate

Commission

The

has

rates

currently

in

effect to

meet

energy.
again

reviewed

record concerning
and finds they should be
the

of cost-of-service studies
in the next rate case of each Class A LDC. As cost-ofsubmitted
service studies are used in determining cost allocations across
all customer classes, they cannot be separated from a rate case.
to file a rate case is appropriately left to each
The decision
However, when the Commission has an issue that requires
utility.
it uses an investigative procedure. In the
response
a company
event a significant interval of time should pass before a Class A
study, the Commission
LDC files a rate case with a cost-of-service
Regarding Southern's
require a response from that LDC.
may
concern about flexibility, the Commission will continue to allow a
flexible rate provision. Finally, the Commission confirms LGsE's
tariff changes, not involving rates,
that conforming
commentary
will be considered outside a rate case.
Selection of Cost-of-Service Methodology
to the Commission's January 17, 1987, request for
In answer
Delta stated, "We do not feel that a generic approach
testimony„
LGai
and WKG
to cost-of-service studies is appropriate."
agreed with Delta.
submission

Southern

response

1986, page 10.

90

T ~ E~

~

page 38
'1

T.E , page 85.
~

92

T.E., page 110.

to Commission's

Order dated September

30,

CTE

adequate

said

the

Commission

about the merits or deficiencies

testimony

cost-of-service methodologies
on

all

question

LDCs.

of

not had the time or received

had

GTE

to select one or

suggested

an appropriate

In the opinion of Southwire,

two and impose

that the Commission

methodology

on a

of available
them

consider

the

case-by-case basis.

the Commission

could avoid delay

setting a timetable for the filing of a rate case based on cost
of service and for a generic consideration of appropriate cost-ofThe AG stated, "The Commission should
service methodologies.
consider cost allocation studies after it has established a fair
or set up a range for the studies as
and uniform
methodology
by

suggested

the

by

AG,

but

it

should

not slavishly

follow them or

'correct answer.'"
the Commission
to set up a conference with
WRG
encouraged
to discuss how the cost-of-service study should be
each utility
filed and what methods should be used.
The record indicates that the parties have different opinions
The
the selection of a cost-of-service methodology.
concerning
GTE generally
LDCs and
prefer a case-by-case decision on cost
Southwire
and the AG recommend a
allocation methodologies.

suggest

93
94

that

somehow

they yield a

T.E., page 178.
Ilia
Southwire
response
1986, page 6.

response
pages 13 and

AG

T.E., page

to Commission's

to Commission's

14.
105.

Order dated

September

Order dated September
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30,

30, 1986,

generic approach.
method
responsibility
appropriate.g8
Commission

The

KIUC

believes the coincident

explained

demand

in Gas Rate Fundamentals

or peak

is

most

finds that there are significant differences
that merit case-by-case decisions on cost-of-

Class A LDCs
service methodologies.
The Commission is of the opinion that each
Class A LDC should schedule an informal conference early in the
of its cost-of-service study. The Commission staff,
development
as well as intervenors from the company's last rate case, should

among

to participate.

be invited

several commenters
stated, there are a variety of techniques
available
for cost-of-service studies.
The Commission
acknowledges
that there is not a single acceptable method to prepare such a study. Each LDC is encouraged to choose the method it
finds appropriate.
As

is

cost-of-service methodologies that place all the emphasis on maximum design day as a way to
allocate costs. This method may result in an inappropriate shift
of costs to the residential
customer class. For this reason,
cost-of-service methodologies
should
give some consideration to
volume of use.
Commission

The

concerned

about

TRANSPORTATION

Burden

In
should

of Proof
accord

with

be contingent

T.E.,

page

197.

KRS

278.490 and

only on

278.505, transportation
the availability of adequate capacity
KRS

to deliver the gas. As long as uti) ities have unused capacity in
their systems, transportation vill help maximize the efficient use
of those facilities.
In this case, the Commission asked the question of vho should
bear the burden of proof vhen a request for transportation
service

is

made.

GTE,

KIUC,

and Stand Energy

Southern,

the burden of proof on
placing
natural gas upon request.
transport

utilities to

show

support
they cannot

to Southern, there
would
be no practical or theoretical vay for a customer to prove
that the utility's
system had transportation
capacity which the
utility denied it had; conversely, the utility could easily
demonstrate such lack of capacity if it exists.
LGSE believes
the burden
of proof should fall on the one
the transportation.
WKG is neutral
on shifting the
proposing
burden
In NKG's opinion, if a regulated utility
of proof.
the proper
holds itself out to be an open access transporter,
According

GTE response
to Commission's
Question No. 12d, Page 6.

Order dated January

17, 1986,

to Commission's
response
No.
Question
12d, Page 5.

Order dated January

17, 1986,

KIUC

Order
dated January
Southern
to Commission's
response
1986, Question No. 12, page 13.
Stand Energy response to Commission's Order dated January
1986, Question No. 12.

17,
17,

103
LGSE response
to Commission's
Question No. 12d, page 5.

to Commission's
response
Question No. 12d, pages 12 and
%KG
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Order dated January

17, 1986,

Order dated January

17, 1986,

13.

forum

is already

in

before the Commission
of natural gas.
The Commission

place to require the utility to show cause
a particular supply
why it cannot transport

is of the opinion that the

its

LDC

is best able to

of proof should
rest on the LDC to show why it cannot transport gas. This responsibility will require the LDC to disclose distribution capacity
to avoid duplication of facilities. While this proinformation
vision avoids undue restriction of large volume end-users access
to cheaper sources of natural gas, it allows competition to
develop when surplus capacity on the LDC is not available.
Priority of Service
In its January
17, 1986, Order the Commission asked, "What
on allocating transportation
and supply
should
be the priority
capacity of the LDC among its customers?" Columbia responded,
"(t)he protection of high-priority gas consumers and the integrity
of their supplies on either a peak or annual basis must be
107
Delta assigned top priority to full-service loads
assured
supplied
by the LDC, followed in descending priority by interfirm transportation
and
LDC
loads,
interruptible
ruptible
MKG proposed
an extensive priority arrangement
transportation.

determine

the capacity of

system.

The burden

106
Columbia

response

1986, Question
Delta response

Question

No.

No.

to Comm1ssion's
13, page 12.

to Commission's
13, page 7.

Order

dated January

Order dated January

17,

17, 1986,

headed

by

sales

customers

(i.e., preference

categories

under

LDCs'istoric curtailment

the

to firm

and high

priority users).

stated that supply and transportation capacity
are
should
always be allocated such that human needs requirements
GTE also recognized
satisfied before all other requirements.
in its comment that priority within a class
the human element
a gas shortage should be based on social needs, as are the
during
existing allocation categories, and not on transportation versus
simply

LGSE

ill

retail

and

KIUC

should
service
interruptible service.

firm

receive

its

Draft Order, the Commission proposed that firm service
service within the guidehave priority over interruptible

In
should

lines

the opinion that all types of
priority over all types of

shared

Xebec

of

response

proposal

current

to

the

curtailment

Draft

tariffs.

Comments

supported

Order

filed
the

by KIUC in

Commission's

114

MKG

to Commission's
response
Question No. 13, page 16.

Order dated January

17, 1986,

LGSE response
to Commission's
Question Ro. 13, page 6.

Order dated January

17, 1986,

to Commission's
response
Question No. 13, page 8.
KIUC
response
to Commission's
Question No. 13, page 6.

Order dated January

17, 1986,

Order dated January

17, 1986,

to Commission's
Xebec response
Question No. 13, page 3.

Order dated January

17, 1986,

Order dated September

30, 1986,

GTE

response
page 2e
KIUC

to Commission's
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the subsequent

During

1

testified

on the

hearing

is

Draft Order,

and

GTE

difference between firm
sales and firm transportation
in terms of quality of service
received; therefore, there should be no difference in curtailment
Delta, in its testimony, sought to
priority between the two.
and distinguish
curtailment
define two types of curtailment
the need for curtailment arose
on whether
priori. ties depending
because of facility constraints or supply shortages.
The Commission
is of the opinion that a distinction may be

Columbia

that firm sales

reasonable

sales system
in
curtailed

when

should

sales

a supply

gas

supply,

then

the

of priority

order

sales

given

always

be awarded

and

interruptible

shortage

If

finds

customers

in approved

the

develops,

the shortage

a

is

should

in
be

curtailment

the supply shortage is in gas which the LDC merely
customer or customers whose
then the transportation

If

procedures.

transports,

is

that

the Commission

that supply should be curtailed.

using

supply

In general,

transportation
interruptible
than

priority
transportation.

one

no

and firm

higher

It is

there

for curtailment.

in reasons

made

that

diminished

Should

the

should

curtailed.

arise because of facility
sales or transportation-over interruptible
customers.
Within this

for curtailment
customers--be
they

need

constraints,

firm

should

priority

have

be

T.E., page 179.
T.E., page 149.
117 T.E., pages 44-46.
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division,

priority should

curtailment
A

as in the company's

approved

procedures.

customer

offerings
is willing

be assigned

has

the

option to choose

among

various

service

receive the priority of service for which he
The Commission is of
pay the associated charges.

and should

to

that the distinction in curtailment priorities should
be consistent with the risk one incurs in making purchasing decisions. But in all cases, human needs must take priority.
the

opinion

Tariffs
The

fact

transportation
service can replace sales
in increased gas costs for remaining
resulting

that

service, thereby
sales customers, points out the need for proper assignment of
costs in establishing
what services are made available and what
their rates will be. The Commission has been moving gradually
toward
unbundling
of services.
The rates for transportation
service on the five Class A LDCs are generally set at the gross
margin.
Therefore,
the LDC has an opportunity to obtain a contribution
to fixed costs. The Commission has allowed the transportation
rate to be flexed up or down to compete with alternate
fuels.
tar 1 f f!s oC Columbi ~ and Ut )le P
limit availability
an alternate
fuel capability
by requiring
except by special contract. The tariffs of Delta, LGaE, and WKG
do not contain this requirement.
The object of the Commission is
to encourage use of the LDCs'ystem by maintaining nondiscrimThe

currnnt

t ranapor tat: Ion

inatory open transportation
tariffs. Xn addition, I DCs may make
available
transportation tariffs to compete with alternate fuels,
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case-by-case basis.
End-users who can arrange for its ovn supply of lower cost natural
gas should be allo~ed access to the existing distribution network.
competition for the acquisition of natural gas and
This enhances
in accord with KRS 278.507, may facilitate greater use of natural

subject

to

approval,

Commission's

the

on a

in Kentucky.

gas produced

The Commission

finds that I DCs should otfer transportation

basis.

a nondiscriminatory

This means that transportation

on

will be

available
to any end-user who can arrange for its own supply of
natural
gas unless the capacity simply does not exist. The Commission
is avare that problems do occur with load balancing and
for receipt and delivery of natural gas in transportaaccounting
be subject to a minimum volume
tion.
Thus, availability
may
requirement that will address these concerns.
The Commission
finds that guidelines are appropriate to
assist the natural gas utilities in revising transportation

tariffs.
tariffs

on

deviate

from

their

'the

Commission

a

case-by-case

service

these

areas

will

examine

basis.

guidelines

Utilities

based

and customer

needs

all
requiring
natuxal gas to

proposed

be allowed

to

the circumstances

of

While the Commission

is

upon
~

transportation

may

Class A LDCs and other intrastate transporters of
file a nondiscriminatory transportation tariff, its
precise form and conditions may vary.
service should be provided without discrimiTransportation
All utilities should
nation as to type and location of customer.
transportation,
subject to available
nondiscriminatory
offer
capacity, to any customer who requests it on a first come, first
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It

that capacity is available on
the utility's system. The burden of proof shall be on the utility
to prove that capacity is not available.
service a fixed rate shall be
For each transportation
established
which
reflects an appropriate assignment of costs,

basis.

served

considering

shall be

both variable

Concerning

the

presumed

costs

and

Commission's

fixed costs of the system.
questions

at

the

hearing

on

7, 1987, the Class A LDCa all supported the allowance of
tariffs designed to compete with alternate fuels.
transportation
Such a flex tariff
would include provisions to flex up or down
The Commisfrom a fixed charge to compete with alternate fuels.
offer a flexible
sion is of the opinion that utilities
may

January

rate to meet alternate fuel competition with the
that the utility must document and fully support the
understanding
necessity to change the fixed rate in its next general rate case.
In instances
where
the transportation
rate is flexed from the
Further,
fixed rate, the utility should notify the Commission.
the Commission will not, allow flexing to subsidize competition by
rates below cost.
reducing transportation
At the discretion of the LDC a contract. may be required for
of transportation
service.
The availability
transportation
service may have a minimum volume requirement, sub)ect to the
Commission's
approval, to help balance the utility's planning and
contractual
needs. The volume level should be determined by each
transportation

utility
The

of'as

and included

in

its tariff.

location of entry points necessary for the transportation
a utility's system should be determined by that
through
-54-

transporting

utility.

of proof shall be

The burden

on the

utility
specific

to demonstrate
cannot
a connection
be made at a
why
location.
necessary to accomplish each connecAny construction
tion

should

ity.

All

requesting
maintain

be conducted

connections

or supervised
should

the service.
each connection

be made

by

util-

at the expense of the one

The transporting
made with

the transporting

utility

should

own

and

it.

to provide sales service to a
customer
who
fails to purchase standby sales
transportation
service or some other means of reserving capacity. Transportation
customers
retain no entitlements to previous gas purchases beyond
contract provisions.
An

LDc maintains

no

obligation

SERUICE AREAS

Gas

utility tariffs generally liSt the

utility serves.

The Commission

precise

geographical

Although

the

Commission

finds

it

CORMnitieS

undeSirable

Which

tO deaignate

the
a

for each utility's
service area.
will not establish maps for natural gas

area

service areas, any user of natural gas is assumed to be a customer
of the distribution company serving other residential, commercial,
and i.ndustrial
customers
in the vicinity.
Likewise, any new
customer would be presumed a customer of the LDC. This will allow
the LOC first opportunity to serve customers and promote use of
the LDC's facilities,
yet the territories will remain open to
provide access to competition.
Some
of the parties suggested
that this arrangement is
unlawful
of the Commission's authority.
delegation
However, the
COmmiSSiOn
iS merely preSumlng
that the LDC hae the ability tO
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locate within a reasonable proximity
of its existing facilities. The ultimate decision on whether the
X,DC
or a competing utility will provide the service remains with
This practi.ce does not differ from current
the Commission.
practice, nor does it differ from vhat might occur if service
The Commission intends for the existing
areas were established.
facilities to be used optimally. If there is a void
distribution
serve

any customers

that

may

the system which can be remedied
construction
of faci.lities by someone
in

should

the

alloved.

be
LOC

generally

to

economically

meet

the

efficiently

other

by

than the LDC,

the

it

this policy merely recognizes that

However,

has

most

facilities

normal

in place that can be used
and demand

growth

for gas vithin a

locale.

given
NYPAS8

The

Commission

facing LDCs.

First,

tvo

recognizes
bypass of the

LDC

types of potential bypass
for natural gas supply and,

distribution plant
of the LDC. The Commission asked the question in this docket, "Do
you support or oppose bypass of the LDC7 Explain."
in opposing bypass. Delta is opposed to
LDCs vere unanimous
because
of
resultant
rates
to remaining
higher
bypass
customers.lie
second, physical

Delta

Question

bypass of the transmission

response
No.

13,

to Commission's
page 6.
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and

Order dated January

17, 1986,

119 ~G 120 and LGSE121 also raised the issue of the
adverse impact on remaining customers caused by virtually the same
fixed cost being spread over smaller sales volume. According to
LGaE, allowing
of the LDC's system would result in
bypass
selective market raiding of large, high load factor customers.
this is commonly referred to as
LG6E
out
that
pointed
"cream-skimming"
takes away customers that are important for
and
Off-peak customers
are important to the
load management.
Columbia

efficient

of transmission and distribution systems, but they
are also the class of customers capable of leaving the system
entirely by switching to alternate fuels.
Columbia's
Xn
opinion, when the LDC can effectively provide
service at a cost to the end-user less
sales or transportation
than or equal
to the end-user's value of service, as defined by
use

alternate or
permitted.l 4

replacement

energy

While Columbia's

cost,

comment

bypass
was made

not

be

in opposition

to

should

response
to Commission's
dated January 17,
Order
1986, Question No. 13, page ll.
WKG
to Commission's
response
Order dated January 17, 1986,
Columbia

"

Question

No.

13,

page

14.

to commission's
LGaE response
Question No. 13, page 5.

Order dated January

17<

to Commission's
LGSE response
Question No. 13, page 5.

Order dated January

17, 1986,

1986,

123

response
to Commission's
1986, Question No. 13, page 11.

Columbia

-57-

Order

dated January

17,

bypass,

it

would

made comments

be acceptable

probably

supporting

to several parties that

bypass.

of the proponents of bypass is well represented
comments
of Southwire. According to 5outhwire, the mere
by the
threat of competition can accomplish the same positive benefits as
actual competition, and a full, fair, unobstructed opportunity to
the LDC will induce better LDC performance.
compete with
The

Southwire

opinion

further

stated

its belief that if

the

LDC

would

use

its

rate design principles, the interest
in bypass could be eliminated.
Stand Energy 2 and Xebec12
also saw the opportunity for bypass as an incentive for LDcs. In
the opinion of GTE, the option to bypass will force LDCs to become
more efficient and is conceptually no different from an end-user's
fuel capabilities.
KIUC also
installation
of alternate
the ability
to bypass but stated that the real
supported
of bypass is greatly diminished by competitive gas
possibility
Ihip'%
and sales rates of an LDC.
transportation

purchasing

power

and proper

Southwire
response
1986, page 9.

to Commission's

Order dated January

17,

dated January

17,

126
1 7 Stand

Energy

response

1986, Question No. 13.

to Commission's

Xebec response
to Commission's
Question No. 13, page 2.

response
Question No.

GTE

to Commission's

13,

page

7.

to Commission's
KIUC
response
Question No. 13, page 6.

Order

Order dated January

17, 1986,

Order dated January

17, 1986,

Order dated January

17, 1986,

stated that bypass does not always mean total
This point was also made by Southern
abandonment
of the LDC.
saw bypassers
who
as remaining connected to the LDC and varying
to achieve an
the mix of I,DC gas, bypass gas, and transportation
considerations.
optimum balance between price and reliability
TCO
and Columbia Gulf do not favor bypass of their wholesale
gas to
customers.
selling or transporting
They prefer
except in certain
customers
for sale to end-users,
wholesale
instances, where a customer might switch to alternate fuels or the
l4oreover,

load

is

KIUC

one which

the wholesale

customer

could not accommodate.

of Tennessee express a similar desire to allow the
LDC
to be competitive
but, likewise, Tennessee would consider
sales if the load were to be lost to an alternative energy
bypass
The

comments

source.
in

effect,

bypass

permitted

allows

a

of transportation programs has,
of the LDC. This type of
bypass

authorization

The Commission's

supply

customer

flexibility to

reliability and distribution
their comments, all of the parties

supply

determine

the level of

service it wants.
acknowledged certain supply
company

In
and

131
Order
dated January 17,
to Commission's
13, page 16.
Columbia
Gu1f Joint response to Commission's Order
and
TCO
dated January 17, 1986, Question No. 13, page 6.

Southern
response
1986, Question No.

134 rw4a
and Midwestern Joint response to Commission's
Tennessee
dated January 17, 1986, Question No. 13, page 12.

Order

reliability risks associated
factors, each customer must
variables

when

it

with

bypass.

Recognizing

these

assess the risk and management
enters the market for its own source of natural
finds this flexibility

to be in the
public interest as a means of reducing the overall cost of natural
Thus the X,DC, as well as endto all consumers.
gas supplies
users, vill be striving to obtain the most reasonably priced
natural gas.
The matter
of physical bypass of an LDC's system reguires
Recent changes in federal regulation
consideration.
additional
natural gas
in arranging
opportunities
numerous
have created
is responsible for ensuring that gas
This Commission
supply.
service in Kentucky is offered at fair, )ust, and reasonable rates
in the public interest.
and
As Columbia points out, the Commisover this situation to
sion must assert. certificate authority
LGaE equates
balance the interest of all affected customers.
unrestricted bypass with allo~ing a second utility to run mains up
The
the street hooking up any customer it can.
and down
is a~are of an additional consideration, especially
Commission
bypassers may escape the taxes
to local governments:
important
that are collected by LDCs for local governments and school
gas

supply.

The Commission

districts.

columbia
response
lQS6, Question No.
37 Lama

to

11,

Commission's
page 7,

to commission's
response
Question No. 13, page 6.

Order

dated January

order dated January

17>

17, 1986,

In

its

Draft Order the Commission

of convenience

proposed

that a certificate

necessity should be required for any entity
proposing
physical
bypass of an LDC. Comments submitted by GTE,
in response
to the Draft Order, were indicative of most industrials'omments
in stating that a physical bypass facility not
available
to or for the public is not a utility and does not need
and

certificate.

a

Further,

jurisdiction

Commission's

Southwire

8

agreed

saying

stated

GTE

to

require

utility

that

such

a

it is

the

beyond

certificate.

to apply
KIUC
it unwise to attempt to
thought
of bypass facilities which it sees as a

only a

can be required

for a certificate.
the construction
regulate
pro-competitive
threat.
KIUC,
along with TCO and Columbia
Gulf,
questioned
the Commission's
to regulate
authority
construction of interstate pipelines'acilities.
The

AG

to

pay an

138

GTE

require companies

would

exit fee to

response

page 3 ~

compensate

to Commission's

the

physically
LDC

the

bypassing

LDC

for the costs associ.ated

Order dated September

30, 1986,

139
Southwire
response
1986, page 12.
KIUC

response

to

to Commission's
Commission's

Order dated September

Order dated September

30,

30, 1986/

page 5 ~

li2

rs aa

1~3

TCO and

Columbia

dated September

Gulf )oint response to the Commission's
30, 1986, page 4.
-61«

Order

with

investment

needed

The

requested

in the January

certificate
E 146

NKG

certificate

and

abandoning

or

the

maintaining

to serve the customer.

Commission

question
a

service

discontinuing

for

7, 1987, hearing,

physical

147

PSC

regarding

"In

what

the following

instance should

bypass not be required'P"
148
UI,H>pl49
a„d
all

Columbia

and

testimony

approval

should

be

required

Delta,
~t~t~d
in

every

situation.
Briefs submitted following the hearing were divided along the
lines previously stated for each party. Generally, the LDCs would
have the Commission

certificate for

of physical
The AG supports the Commission's
bypass.
jurisdiction over bypass, but considers the proposed policy for regulation to be too
require

a

any type

restrictive.
GTE,

shifting

AG

page

145 T E
147

148

Southwire,

the

6.

of

NSA,

in

a

proof

to

the

to Commission's

response

6.

combined

brief, supported

party opposing

Order dated September

a bypass

30, 19S6,

page 43

T.E., page
T.E., page
T E., page
T.E., page
AG

burden

and

Brief

90.
129.
148.
170.
in response

to Public Hearing January 7, 1987, page

situation;

absent

and,

a

to

shoving

the contrary,

the public

necessity vould be assumed to exist.
The remaining briefs essentially agreed with Alcan in taking
the position that an entity establishing physical bypass of an LDC
at its own expense and for its own private use does not fit the
statutory definition of a utility and therefore cannot be required
convenience

to

and

obtain a

certificate.

in this Order,

of "utility"

under

The Commission

the heading

"public"

PSC

has discussed

Jurisdiction,

earlier

the definitions

are applied.
The Commission finds that a utiLity proposing physical bypass
of an LDC in order to accommodate the use of natural gas by an
end-user should be required to make application to this Commission
of convenience and necessity to bypass
a certificate
requesting
and

the

LDC.

the

certificate

No

construction

and hov they

of

any

sort should be permitted

before
The Commission finds

proceedings are completed.
to prevent duplication of facilities

this necessary
the public interest.

If

a

bypass

is

proposed

because

an

LDC

and

does

to protect
not have

or for any other reason is
capacity available,
serve, the burden of proof should be on the LDC to
reasons vhy it is unable or unwilling to serve. The
finds it appropriate to place the burden of proof on

transportation
unwilling
to
show

the

Commission

and NSA Brief in response to Public Hearing
Southwire,
January 7, 1987, page 11.
to Public Hearing January 7, 1987,
Alcan Brief in response
page 3

CTE,

~

for the saae reasons the burden of proof in transportation
capacity was placed on the LDC on page 49 of this Order.
Following a determination
that any proposed construCtiOn daeS
not represent
a duplication of facilities, and that the proposed
bypass is in the public interest, a certificate of convenience and
necessity may be issued under the terms of KRS 27B.020. The
Commission
is of the opinion that its policy will encourage LDCs
in competition at the wholesale level while proto participate
use of the existing retail distribution system, yet will
moting

the

LOC

greater access to natural gas.
Finally, the Commission is of the opinion that an end-user
who
builds, owns, operates and controls a pipeline for its sole
use, and for the sole purpose of providing itself with natural gas
for its own use is not subject to regulation.
In this instance,
there is no public sale. However, this is not an open invitation
to bypass the existing utility network.
end-user may construct its own facilities to connect to a
An

not prohibit.

utility

that utility
However,
supplier.
supplier, whether a
producer, transporter or distributor, must apply to the Commission
for a certificate of convenience and necessity prior to the
connection
of its facilities with those of the end-user.
In this
case, there is a sale to the public. To allow end-users to build
facilities that connect with existing utility facilities without
some
could result in uneconomic use of the production
oversight
Furthermore, because one of the goals of
and distribution
system.
this proceeding
is to treat all participants in the industry
fairly, it would be unjust to require regulated companies to
-64-

certificate

thei.r construction, but allow end-users an unfettered
to connect to those facilities without some proof of
opportunity
need and without allowing the existing utility an opportunity
to
provide the service.
The
Commission
asked
other questions
in this docket
concerning
a utility's
obligation
to bypassers and the Commis-

sion's obligation to bypassers.
parties agree that a utility's
modified.
Southern summed this

indicates that most
obligation
to serve should be
up by stating that an LDC should
from its obligation to serve commensurate with the
be released
nature and extent of bypass.
KIUC stated that a utility should
be obligated
to serve ~here it has the capacity to serve.
In
general
the comments seemed to imply that reservation charges or
standby fees are in order for bypassers that desire the comfort of
having
some
level of reserved service with an LDC. Again, to
The record

quote KIUC,

(c)learly customers

who

have

left

the system cannot

to jeopardize service to existing
to serve them in the event that their
better deal goes sour, unless the LDC receives some fee
commensurate with the cost of reserving capac/)g and gas
for that customer on the distribution system.

expect

a bypassed
customers in order

LDC

Southern
response
to Commission's
Order dated January 17,
1986, Question No. 12, page 12.
KIUC
response
to Commission's Order dated January 1.7, 1986,
Question Ho. 12
5

'age

~

KIUC
response
to Commission's
Question No. 13, page 7.
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Order dated January

17, 1986,

In

to the

response

question

to bypassers?",

responsibility

regulatory

"Should the Commission

have a

said "no", as

@KG

there should be significant
regulation of bypassers to assure that the needs of the public are
Delta agreed that the Commission's obligation
fully served.
to the same factors of fair rates, reliability, safety,
extends
service. and proper operations as for other
nondiscriminatory
did

In Columbia's

LGSE.

utility

opinion

that the Commission has an
fair and equitable treatment and that any
customer bypassing the LDC should be considered as a potential new
customer
for the LDC.
Xebec shared in this opinion that the
Commission has an obligation to ensu~e that if a bypasser requests
is indeed
such service
the LDC to reestablish
gas service,
customers.
to assure
obligation

if capacity

reestablished
The

maintain

its
56

Commission

and/or

supply

recognizes

that.

its ability to act

obligation

to serve,

response
Question No.

WIG

agreed

GTE

it

page

in

order

for

an

LDC

to

of natural gas and meet
certain supply commitments.

as a merchant
must make

to Commission's

13,

is available.

17.

to Commission's
LGaE response
Question No. 13, page 7.

Order dated January

17, 1986,

Order dated January

17, 1986,

to Commis s ion ' Order dated January l7,
response
1986, Question No. 13, page 13.
to Commission's Order dated January 17, 1986,
Delta response
Question No. 13. page 8.

Columbia

GTE

page

Xebec

to Commission's

response

10.

Question

response
No.

13,

to Commission's
page 3.

Order dated January

17, 1986,

order dated January

17, 1986,

to the extent that a customer
elects to bypass the LDC. The Commission finds it fair and reafor an LDC to offer a reservation or standy-by fee as a
sonable
part of its tariff schedule to reserve the level of supply or
capacity commitment desired by bypassers.
Xn
its Draft Order the Commission proposed to require a
fee from bypassers that make no reservations
re-entry
reasonable

These

commitments

are

eliminated

transportation from
The Commission later asked for testimony on re-entry
the LDC.
fees vs. exit fees for bypassers.
concern that exit fees were difficult to
LG&E expressed
the

on

enforce

system and then request

service.162
interruptible

WKG

did

customers

and/or

for a period of
for
not see exit fees as realistic
and QTE was concerned that they could

contractual

a

without

supply

agreement

be punitive.164

re-entry fees because it saw the fees as limiting
Columbia recognized this
the ability to return to the system.
it by proposing that the fees be
same
concern but resolved
According to LGaE, re-entry fees make the most sense
optional.
GTE

162

163

opposed

T.E., page 89.
T.E., page 129.

T.I., page
165
66

L79.

T.E., page 177
T.E., page 147.

where

additional

the

cost to bring a customer back

on the system

can be demonstrated.

finds that it is reasonable in cases where a
bypasser chooses not to reserve a place with the LDC, that the LDC
re-entry fee when the bypasser comes back
may require a reasonable
The

Commission

to request supply and/or transportation
from the LDC.
The
re-entry fee should be determined by tariff and considered by the
Commission
on a case-by-case basis.
The size of the bypasser and
commitments should be among the factors
LDC and the LDC's pipeline
considered

a reasonable

in determining

re-entry

fee.

ORDERS

IT IS

1.

THEREFORE ORDERED

that:

of the date of this Order, all utilities
that have not previously done so shall file with this CommiSsion
their current rates, maps of their facilities, and a description
of their business activities.
2. The Commission shall reserve the right of open access to
the records of any subsidiaries acting as brokers or dealers of
natural
The Commission shall review the operations of the
gas.
or unfair
regulated
to ensure that no cross-subsidy
company
Within

competition

3.

of

its

30 days

exists.

shall conduct annual purchasing reviews
the Class A LDCs. Each Class A LDC shall file the details of
forecast «nd «cquisition pl«nning procedures for the
demand
The

T.E. pages
~

Commission

89 and

90.

1986-87 and 1987-88 heating seasons with this Commission by August
30, 1987.
4. Ho later than its next rate case„ each Class A LDC shall
include in its tariff separate rates for the sale and transportation of natural gas and a separate rate for standby service.

shall complete a cost-of-service study
as called for herein to be submitted in its next rate case. This
No
study shall be used as the starting point for rate design.
change in actual rates or rate design will be considered outside a

5.

Each

Class

A LDC

rate case proceeding.
6. Each LDC shall notify the Commission's staff and parties
to the company's last rate case early in the development of its
shall then convene an
cost-of-service study.
The Commission
conference of its staff, the LDC, and interested parties
informal
cost-of-service
and
methodologies
discuss
proposed
to
applications.
7. Each utility operating within the Commonwealth of
shall offer transportation of natural gas on a nondisKentucky
criminatory
basis, first come, first served. There shall be a
rebuttable presumption that capacity does exist on an LDC's system
The burden of proof shall rest on
for natural gas transportation.
the

LDC

to

show

that

it

cannot transport

natural

gas as requested.

Priority shall be given to firm sales and firm transportation over
Should the
sales and interruptible transportation.
interruptible
need for curtailment
arise, the curtailment priority shall be
the cause of curtailment.
Class A LDCs and transdetermined
by
such tariffs on file at the Commission.
porters shall maintain
-69-

Class A LDC not in compliance shall amend its current transtariffs to the extent necessary within 30 days of the
portation
date of this Order. All other utilities shall prepare and submit
such tariffs to the Commission as needed.
8. A fixed rate shall be stated for each type of

Any

service.

flexible transportation
tariff may be offered to compete with alternate fuels. A minimum
volume
for transportation service
requirement
may be established
sub)ect to Commission approval.
9. Any user of natural gas is presumed to be a customer of
the distribution
serving other residential, commercial,
company
end-users in the area.
and industrial
transportation

10.

In addition,

a

utility proposing physical bypass of an LDC's system
shall obtain a certificate of convenience and necessity from this
Commission.
Said utili.ty shall make such filing according to the
Commission's
Rules of Procedure
for obtaining a certificate of
Any

necessity for new construction
to the requirements of S07 KAR 5:001,

public convenience
pursuant

11.

To

the

and

extent

that

an end-user

or extension

chooses to bypass

its

shall be relieved of its obligation to that customer.
An
LDC may
require a reasonable re-entry fee when the end-user
service has previously bypassed its system. The fee
requesting
shall be sub)ect to the Commission's approval on a case-by-case
LDC,

the

basis.

LDC

Done

at Frankfort,

Kentucky,

this

29th day

of

Nay,

1987.
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